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NEW WEBSITE

Quick guide to the icons in our catalogue
and on our website: Meble.VOX.pl

Arrange, share and inspire others
Feel free to use VOXBOX, our new application.
With VOXBOX you can arrange any space you
want! You can share your solutions with other
users or book a meeting with our consultant to
discuss your design.

Find out what other users think
We want to hear from you! This is why on our new
site you can rate our collec tions. Products that
have received particularly high ratings are marked
with this icon in the catalogue.

Stay up to date with trends
Our designers do their best to ensure that our furniture goes in line with current trends. When you see
an icon like this one you can be sure that the piece
marked with it has been made in the latest style.

Make your interior truly yours
Use our Colour Tester to see which colours will
suit your interior best. You can easily change the
colour of your furniture, walls, doors and floors.
Make your ideas come true!

Trust experts
Browsing through our content-rich catalogues,
pay special attention to this icon. It denotes
carefully selected and particularly recommended
products!

Look for special offers
Every quarter we hand-pick a number of
products from our portfolio and make them
available at special prices. That’s a way to buy
innovative furniture for less.
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Meble.VOX.pl
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VOXBOX
What is VOXBOX?
VOXBOX is a platform that lets you intuitively arrange any
space. You can then share your design with other users.
Your ideas can inspire others. The only limit is your
imagination! VOXBOX is avail- able on our website:
Meble.VOX.pl
How to use VOXBOX?
Start from scratch – enter your room’s dimensions and put
the door and windows in the right places. Choose wall
colours and then select furniture and accents.
Let your ideas run wild – feel free to experiment and
change arrangements. Remember to save your design in
your account. You can reopen it and make improvements
later on. On top of that, at any time you can generate a
printable high-resolution image of your design.
In the “About My Design” section, you can add a description or comment, or share with other VOXBOX users.
Another useful tool is the application-generated list of
products featured in your design. It will help you order
exactly the furniture you want.
You can use the “Discuss My Design” form available from
the VOXBOX platform to book a meeting with our stylist in
a Meble VOX showroom of your choosing.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Augmented reality in 4 YOU by VOX collection
What is that?
Meble VOX use a state-of-the-art customer communication tool, a mobile app showing
4 You by VOX collection in augmented reality. The app takes the traditional printed catalogue
to new heights, by incorporating computer generated information. Moving 3D models will show
you all functionalities of each product.

Getting started
1. Download the app
Go to Meble.VOX.pl/AR or scan the QR code to download 4 You by VOX.
The app is available from Google Play and AppStore.

Go to Meble.VOX.pl/AR

2. Open the folder
Go to the Meble VOX folder and find the icon
that starts up the mobile app.

3. Run the app
Run the app that allows you to enjoy our augmented reality.

4. Point your device
Point the camera of your tablet or smartphone at the image.

5. Test our furniture
The mobile app allows you to carefully examine the functionalities
of VOX furniture while browsing through our catalogue –
the choice has never been this simple!
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YOUNG
YOUNG VOX
VOX

SPOT
by VOX

Meble VOX pays attention to harmonious development of
children and teenagers in all aspects.
We diligently look at young people and design our furniture
so that it is a constant source of inspiration. Evolve, Young
Users and Smart Collections do not provide ready-to-use
solutions but encourage children to explore and have
creative fun.
The furniture grows up with children, allows them to change
its look, colours and layouts. It makes them create their own
world, full of recesses and nooks. It enables them to arrange,
experiment, do some DIY and search for alternative solutions.

SMART
by VOX

We would like to see your reaction when your child invites
you to a voyage around the world on a pirate ship, when
a home play reminds you of your first love joy or when you
take your first “small step” on the moon...
Young VOX.

YOUNG USERS

by VOX

EVOLVE
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SPOT by VOX

ORDO ORGANISER
PLN 49

The SPOT collection is an invitation to the world of childhood
games and play. Inspired by hours spent in the playground,
swinging, building a tree fort and playing hide-and-seek,
it gives the room the energy and movement enchanted
in the levitating, slender forms and the organizers swinging
in the wind.
ORDO VERTICAL ORGANISER
PLN 59

The collection will delight you with its smart, ergonomic
solutions enabling you to sort all the things collected by your
children as they grow, such as various sport equipment
and accessories of all sizes.
WALL SHELF
WITH PEGS
PLN 89

Its spare, simple form creates a background for the tale
being told by the rails carrying loads of personal knick-knacks.
Thanks to them, the room is full of life and it changes along
with its users, revealing their passions and dreams.

BOY CHAIR
PLN 349

CUSHIONS
FROM PLN 79
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Scan the code and go
to the collection
website.

Nakładki funkcjonalne do zabawy
i organizacji pracy

Meble i elementy dopasowane do wieku,
wzrostu i potrzeb użytkownika

SPOT by VOX
The leitmotif of this collection is the letter A which is both
a structural and visual element. It resembles a swing and makes
solid forms look slender.
As a result, the whole collection has a smart look.
The neutral colours of the furniture create an ideal background
for colourful accessories such as cushions, blankets, picture
frames and boxes.
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The wooden hanging rails to
hang whatever you like

The Spot by VOX furniture will adapt to
your needs. You have three versions of
a chest of drawers to choose from – with
three drawers and a drinks cabinet, with
two drawers and a drinks cabinet, and with
three drawers and a hanging rail. All of
them stand stable on their wooden legs.
There is storage space for big sized items
under each of them. Now you know where
to put away your son’s football and snowboard or your daughter’s suitcase.
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Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/SpotbyVOX

Wiktoria Lenart

A designer at Studio Lenart, an academic teacher
at the Labour Tools and Environment studio at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław. Achieved a distinction in the contests: Make Me!, Young Design, Design
28 - the best diploma projects in design. Designed
the Spot by VOX collection of furniture for Meble Vox.
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Meble, które nie ograniczają
Work,
study...
Twojejplay,
wyobraźni

You will find the two-sided desk useful for siblings
as well as four friends who feel like playing
a board game. Under the big worktop there is
a practical recess to house a laptop or books.
You can also put in there a drawer without guide
rails. Taking them out onto the worktop you will
gain extra containers to store crayons, markers
and other utensils.
You no longer have to put the desk against the
wall or in the corner. No-one but you are the
designer of your room and it is up to you
to decide which place will be the best for play,
study and work.
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Meble, które nie ograniczają
Special
operations furniture
Twojej wyobraźni

A bunk bed is a piece of furniture for special operations. It consists of a place to sleep, two
bookcases, a chest of drawers, storage space for seasonal clothes and two recesses adapted
for mobile hangers. Now it is enough to get a desk and a small room will be fully furnished.
The wheeled garment rail will surprise you. You can park it in the bed recess, you can also move
it about the room like a mobile dressing room. We are sure that it will be yet another inspiration
for children’s play.
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From children’s
Meble,
które nieplay
ograniczają
Twojej
to
teenage
wyobraźni
emotions

Ingenious inside, spectacular on the outside.
The table which can serve different purposes.
Thanks to its raised worktop, during the day it
easily lends itself to work with a laptop, eating
or manual tasks. At night it may serve as
a bedside table.
It contains two ingenious compartments. The first
one is bigger and may be used to store books,
magazines, remote controls. The other one will
hide and organize the cables and power strips.
On top of that, it may be moved about on its
wheels. You can put it wherever you like, without
a hassle.
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Meble, które nie ograniczają
This
is where
great ideas are born
Twojej
wyobraźni

You can create a unique atmosphere by putting
the Tipi trolley onto the bed. Younger children
may use if as a frame for putting up a tent.
This will be their first, safe visit to a campsite.
Gauzy fabric hung like a canopy will serve perfectly to separate an intimate zone for a teenager.
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SPOT by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

SPOT by VOX
MAIN BODY / FRONT
Acacia
Available colours:

FRONTS
Available colours:
white / graphite

Design your room
using Spot furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/SpotbyVOX

2-door
wardrobe
with external
hanger

Corner wardrobe

3-door wardrobe

2-door
wardrobe

w105/d100/h210 cm
price: PLN 1099,00*

w128/d60/h210 cm
price: PLN 1199,00*

w88/d60/h210 cm w132/d60/h210 cm
price: PLN 899,00* price: PLN 1048,00*

Table with raised worktop

TV unit

w67/d51/h56 cm
price: PLN 499,00*

w160/d50/h50 cm
price: PLN 469,00*

External hanger
for wardrobes

Bookcase

Bunk bed

w44/d54/h150 cm
price: PLN 149,00*

w88/d57/h210 cm
price: PLN 599,00*

w105/d205/h184 cm
price: PLN 2899,00*

Bed with trundle bed

Two-sided desk
drawers (a set of 2 pcs)

Drawer organiser

Desk container

w67/d30/h10 cm
price: PLN 154,00*

w75/d20/h10 cm
price: PLN 99,00*

w40/d33/h60 cm
price: PLN 269,00*

Dressing table with
mirror
w88/d60/h150 cm
price: PLN 699,00*

4-drawer chest of drawers

3-drawer chest of drawers

2-drawer chest of drawers

w88/d60/h150 cm
price: PLN 999,00*

w88/d60/h150 cm
price: PLN 899,00*

w88/d60/h150 cm
price: PLN 699,00*

w95/d204/h42 cm
price: PLN 808,00*

Bunk bed canopy

Canopy bunk bed
**price excluding
mattress & floor

**price excluding
mattress & floor

w105/d205/h246 cm
price: PLN 3178,00*

**price excluding
mattress & floor

w161/d95/h62 cm
price: PLN 279,00*

Bed with drawer
w95/d204/h42 cm
price: PLN 669,00*

**price excluding
mattress & floor

LED lighting for bunk bed
shelves
price: PLN 199,00*

Bunk bed table
w99/d30/h19,5 cm
price: PLN 129,00*

TIPI trolley for bed

Bed with drawer and Tipi trolley

Movable clothes hanger
for bunk bed

w213/d100/h167 cm
price: PLN 590,00*

w100/d213/h167 cm
price: PLN 1259,00*

w51/d90/h137 cm
price: PLN 469,00*

**price excluding
mattress & floor

Akcesoria do kolekcji Smart by VOX

Two-sided desk

Desk

ORDO desk organiser

ORDO horizontal
desk organiser

ORDO vertical
desk organiser

Wall shelf

Wall shelf with pegs

Rast cushions

Rast rollers

w148/d75/h150 cm
price: PLN 690,00*

w128/d68/h81,5 cm
price: PLN 349,00*

w30/d1,5/h40 cm
price: PLN 49,00*

w30/d20/h10 cm
price: PLN 59,00*

w30/d10/h20 cm
price: PLN 59,00*

w35/d30/h35 cm
price: PLN 99,00 zł*

w35/d12/h35 cm
price: PLN 89,00*

w65/d12/h28 cm
price: PLN 179,00 per piece*

w85/d25
price: PLN 249,00 per piece*

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories for
Spot by VOX collection

*suggested price
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Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl
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SMART by VOX
CRANE

The Smart Furniture is like a never-ending
story. A door to the world of creativity. If you’re
thinking of a room that’s open to change and
adaptable to a variety of needs, then the Smart
will be your source of constant inspiration.
The adventure begins when you assemble
your furniture – you can choose the colour
of each piece. Grey, white, or both? What
size? It’s your decision! Start your own design
adventure!

VERTICAL FELT POCKET
(SMALL)

FRONT
PLATES

YELLOW
CONTAINER

ORGANISER

CONTAINER WITH HANDLE
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Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

SMART by VOX
Discover a product that changes with its owner. The collection is
dedicated both to early school children and to teenagers.
The added value of this furniture is adaptability – it can be changed
not only by modifying its appearance, but also by perfect adjustment
to the user’s age, height and expectations.
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You don’t have to buy new furniture –
just redo what you already have

Bookcases mounted
at any height

Unusual lamp installation will make the
furniture look more
interesting.

The collection’s distinctive feature is the rows
of openings on the furniture surfaces, allowing you to freely change its appearance and
enhance its functionality.

Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/SmartbyVOX

Marta Krupińska
Graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts (currently the
University of Arts) in Poznań. Winner of the “Design
Ideas – HANSGROHE 2006” competition, and the
Grand Prix of the 26th edition of Maria Dokowicz
competition. She worked at the Stuttgart-based
PHOENIX DESIGN studio. Member of the Association

For instance, you can make changes using
colourful magnetic plates screwed onto fronts,
or textile, cork or mirror overlays, hooks,
pendants, or even canopies and nets. All
those elements will let you create a perfect
piece of furniture, fully aligned with the current
user’s preferences.
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of Industrial Designers in Warsaw. Her professional
motto is “Less is more”. Commissioned by VOX, she
has designed such collections as Young Users by
VOX and HiFi by VOX.
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Furniture that does not limit
your imagination

The furniture can be
customized and used
in any way imaginable.

Decorate your furniture as you fancy.

What’s hidden in the desk?
1. Possible installation of an additional shelf unit, offering
more storage options.
2. Shelf rod mounted at any height to suit the user’s indi
vidual needs.
3. The space between the two desktops is very convenient
e.g. for storing a laptop when it’s not in use.
4. Large desktop surface makes work comfortable.
5. Spacious containers make storage easy and keep things
in order.
6. The top can be mounted at any height and can “grow”
along with the child .
32

The organiser is a perfect
place to stick notes and
hang decorations.
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Not only for to-be engineers

Adapt your
interior to your
individual needs.

Wall shelves provide
convenient and easily
accessible storage
space.

Multi-functional desk with containers is
an innovative solution that meets the expectations
of parents and children alike.

Lamps, shelf units, information plates or book hangers – our rich choice
of extras lets you freely modify and adapt the appearance of your
room. You can now give a more personal touch to the place where you
spend most of your time.

The space between the two desktops is very
convenient for storing everyday items, school
supplies or a laptop when it’s not in use. Spacious
containers make storage easy and keep things in
order, and a large desktop surface makes work
comfortable.
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Improve,
change, create!

Use special extras to
make your furniture
unique.

What’s hidden in the bed?
1. A bedding drawer or an extra bed for a child or
a guest can be mounted to the bed’s covering panel.
2. Additional elements mounted to the frame form
a canopy and allow you to make interesting arrange
ments.
3. Both end boards can be mounted on the same end,
or each on either end.
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The Smart by VOX collection features 4 basic bed variants, catering
for a broad range of users’ needs. The collection includes a single
bed and a bunk bed, providing solutions for rooms occupied by one
or two children.
The canopy bed, an interesting piece in itself, makes a variety of
interesting arrangements possible. The couch, being an all-purpose
product, will fit comfortably in many interiors.
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Every child will find
something for themselves

The bed’s multi-functionality gives kids
more ways to play.

Hooks and hangers
keep children’s toys
and clothes in order.

A bunk bed is a perfect solution for a room
shared by two children. It lets you save space
in smaller interiors, detracting nothing from
the room’s attractive and genuine design.
Our bunk beds can be individually arranged,
which means that every child can make
a contribution to what his/her bed will be like.

Help your child to convert their room to a place where they want
to play and learn. With a multitude of cabinets and compartments
available you can be sure that your child’s toys, books and school
supplies will never get lost again.

To make the bed even more attractive, you
can add a hanger or a crane. A perfect way
to hang clothes or decorations.
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Design your space
to suit your taste

The system of openings
allows you to add
decorative accents.

The table comes with an extra shelf for storing
minor items.
You can use it to store your hobby supplies
or to stow the things from the table top when
you want to clean it or use it for a different
purpose.

The structures make it
possible to sort useful
items and hang clothes.
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SMART by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

SMART by VOX
MAIN BODY / FRONT
Laminated board
Available colours:

Design your room
using Smart furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/SmartbyVOX

white / grey

Desk with containers

Board for desk
with containers

Shelf unit for desk
with containers

Shelf unit for TV bench
70 and chest of drawers

w151/d68/h85.5 cm

w154/d5.5/h51.5 cm

w154/d36/h198.5 cm

w78/d36/h154 cm

Desk 120

Desk L 140

w121/d55/h6 cm

w142.5/d68/h87 cm

Shelf unit for TV
bench 100
w108/d36/h154cm

Furniture
decoration kit

Desk organiser
w38.5/d32/h83.5 cm
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TV bench 70

TV bench 100

Coffee table

w70/d37.5/h53.5 cm

w100/d36/h53.5 cm

w78/d68/h54.5 cm

Open bookcase

Bookcase with door**

Corner wardrobe**

w70/d36/h213.5 cm **additional 2
shelves

w70/d37.5/h213.5 cm **additional 2
shelves

w90.5/d92/h213.5 cm **additional 2
shelves

Open shelf

1-door cabinet

2-door cabinet

1-door side unit

w70/d23/h38.5 cm

w36.5/d37.5/h53.5 cm

w70/d37.5/h104.5 cm

w35.5/d37.5/h213.5 cm

2-door side unit Additional shelves
for 2-door wardrobe
w70/d57/h213.5 cm

Two-sided shelf unit
s40.5/g32.5/w154 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Canopy bed

Bunk bed

Bed drawer

Crane

w214.5/d94.5/h198.5 cm

w214.5/d102/h200.5 cm

w197/d83.5/h16 cm

w83.5/d11.5/h154 cm

Bed 90x200

Couch

Hanger

Lamp stand

w94.5/d214.5/h83.5 cm

w83.5/d38.5/h154 cm

w64/d11.5/h154 cm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories for
Smart by VOX collection

w94.5/d214.5/h83.5 cm

Lamp

Decorative accessories for Smart by VOX collection

Felt organiser

Colourful metal panels

Functional panels

Decorative panels

w26/h45 cm

w26/h45 cm

w26/h45 cm

w26/h96 cm

w96/h26 cm
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YOUNG USERS by VOX
Is there any way to cross borders between
different worlds? Indeed, you can easily
cross the borders between the worlds of
adults, teenagers and children. Those seemingly contrasting elements have finally found
common ground. Ample space with
numerous storage spaces and nooks.

Young Users furniture grows along with the
user. When your feet still hover over the floor
(when seated on a chair) and you barely
reach over the table top, but you like playing
there, you can simply place the desk close
to the bed. If you have a sibling and you
cannot live without each other, just rearrange
the desk and keep playing together.

MONKEY FRONT HANGER

SOLITE CLOCK

Whoever you are, however old you are, YU
will adapt to you and your needs. There’s
a reason for Young Users being the most
personal furniture in the world. There’s
a reason why you will not feel like growing
too old for this furniture, because… YU is the
best cure for boredom. Unless you enjoy
being bored...

DARTS
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METAL FRONT PLATE
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Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

YOUNG USERS by VOX
Photo shoot for “Dobre
Wnętrze” (Good Interior)
magazine – 7/2011

Take care of your child’s proper development, spur his/her creativity and teach
how to stay organized through play. Young Users by VOX - the world’s most
personal furniture collection - will help you reach this goal!
The collection addresses emotional and developmental needs of its users children and teenagers - also meeting parents’ requirements, e.g. easy
maintenance, safety and durability.
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They can handle
all your ideas!

Save some space –
e.g. for a computer –
by fitting the desk on
a container.

Photo shoot for “Dobre
Wnętrze” (Good Interior)
magazine – 7/2011

The unique pull-out table
helps save space in the
room.

The freedom offered in the Young Users by
VOX collection allows to develop all kinds of
room arrangements for children, teenagers
and adult youth.
It is a revolutionary approach to furniture! You
no longer have to replace it every time your
needs have changed. Now you can adapt the
furniture to your current interests.
Exchangeable educational front plates with
various board games
will stimulate your
child’s creativity.
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Furniture that grows
along with your child

Table with a rich,
spacious interior.

STAY UP
WITH TRENDS

Too little space for
your clothes? Pull
out the table!
Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/YoungUsersbyVOX

Young Users by VOX matches today’s radically changing lifestyles, ways of spending
leisure time or working at home, etc. The bed “gets along” with the desk very well.
You can adjust the mattress to a comfortable seated position, move the desk closer
and work!
Hidden in furniture bases, sliding drawers help tidy up the room in no time. Thanks
to exchangeable front plates children can express their character and show what is
important to them. They can change the look of their furniture at any time.
Serving as magnetic
boards, they can hold
various posters, photos,
drawings, etc.
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Modest in form, shameless
in the amount of features

Universal furniture front
plates – also for
30-year- olds.

DESING WITH
VOXBOX

Mature aesthetics.
Clever design and
optimum balance.

Photo shoot for “Dobre
Wnętrze” (Good Interior)
magazine – 7/2011

Our furniture is made of state-of-theart laminated board. Scratch and
damage-resistant, it is also easy to
keep clean. Exchangeable front plates
are made of sheet metal. Serving as
magnetic boards, they can hold
various posters, photos, drawings, etc.

Functional apartment
for a single person or a
couple.
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The most personal
furniture in the world

Furniture and exchangeable front plates are
conducive to expressing
emotions.

Furniture designed
to cater for two children.
Both for fun and for work.

Marta Krupińska

What’s hidden
in the corner wardrobe?

Graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts (currently the
University of Arts) in Poznań. Winner of the “Design
Ideas – HANSGROHE 2006” competition, and the
Grand Prix of the 26th edition of Maria Dokowicz
competition. She worked at the Stuttgart-based
PHOENIX DESIGN studio. Member of the Association

1. Clothes rails at two heights.
2. Two height-adjustable shelves.
3. Easier access thanks to door hinges opening over 90 degrees.

of Industrial Designers in Warsaw. Her professional
motto is “Less is more”. Commissioned by VOX, she
has designed such collections as Young Users by
VOX and HiFi by VOX.

4. Abrasion and scratch resistant surface.
5. Rubberised handles for improved safety.
6. Possibility of modular arrangement of collection elements –
additional top units and bases increase wardrobe capacity.
54
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Would you believe that you could
become friends with a desk?

Two children can
work at one desk
at the same time.

WE RECOMMEND
THIS PRODUCT

Innovative
TRANSFORMERS desk
with a scratch-resistant top.

What’s hidden
in the desk?
1. Deep drawers.
2. Spacious container.
3. Pull-out top.
4. Double drawers.
5. Durable top surface
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The first furniture you do not
want to grow out of!

Too little space for
your clothes? Add
a cube-shaped
cabinet.

Plush crocodile,
ball, board games!
Everything fits in
one drawer.

Created specifically for children, Young
Users by VOX is the only furniture
collection in Poland that parents will
love as well.
Firstly, they can grow along with
children. Secondly, they provide space
for creativity, fun and work. Thirdly, they
never get boring – you can transform
them almost every day.
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YOUNG USERS by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

YOUNG USERS
by VOX
MAIN BODY/ FRONT
Available colours:

Design your room using
Young Users furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/YoungUsersbyVOX

Alpine white / black

BABY
2-door
wardrobe
w106/d53/h159 cm

Corner
wardrobe

Corner wardrobe top unit

2-door
wardrobe

2-door wardrobe
top unit

1-door wardrobe

1-door wardrobe
top unit /
Cubicle cupboard

w104,5/d106/h159 cm

w104,5/d106/h53,5 cm

w106/d53/h159 cm

w106,5/d53/h53 cm

w53/d43/h159 cm

w53/d43/h53 cm

Couch with
raised frame
Closed bookcase

Open bookcase

w106/d43/h159 cm

w53/d31,5/h159 cm
w90/d200/h17 cm

w140-178/d65/
h72,5 cm
price: PLN 999,00*
**two colour
combinations to
choose from

L 140 desk

Mattress for Paloma
trundle bed

w140-165/d65/h75 cm

w85/d195/h8 cm

Desk 120

Wide cabinet

Cabinet

w120/d60/h75 cm

w106,5/d43/h106 cm

w53,5/d43/h106 cm

Cube cupboard
with drawers

2-door cupboard

Cube cupboard

Simple shelf

w35,5/d65/h35 cm

w53,5/d53/h53 cm

w53,5/d53/h53 cm

w106/d53/h53 cm

w53,5/d43/h53 cm

w106/d22/h4 cm

Accessories for Young Users by VOX collection

“Hash sign” shelf organiser

“Plus sign” shelf organiser

“X sign” shelf organiser

”Hook”
short hanger

w48/d29,5/h48 cm

w48/d29,5/h48 cm

w48/d29,5/h48 cm

w3/d3/h16,5 cm

Couch with raised frame
and drawer

“Trickle” hanger

w3/d3/h34 cm

w37/d6/h4 cm

Bed drawer

Metal panel for
MULTI bed wardrobe**

Shelf unit I

w200/d93/h23 cm

w53/h53 cm

w53/d31,5/h159 cm

Couch with raised frame
and trundle bed

Bunk bed**

w95,5/d207/h70 cm

w103/d209/h169,5 cm

Bunk bed with trundle
bed and covering panel**
w103/d209/h169,5 cm

Cot drawer

Cot 60x120**

Cot 70x140

w65/d125/h86,5 cm

w75/d145/h99,5 cm

Bunk bed drawer
w200/d93/h23,5 cm

w138/d73/h23 cm

Base
53x53

Base drawer
53x53

w54/d53/h35 cm

w44/d51/h30 cm

Base
106x53

Base drawer
106x53

w107/d53/h35 cm

w97/d51/h30 cm

Two-sided black and white drawers

Sloping shelf

w212/d105/h194 cm

w95,5/d207/h70 cm

Two-sided black and white drawers

”Hook”
long hanger

w87/d200/h20 cm

w90/d200/h19 cm

w90/d200/h10 cm

Refrigerator cabinet

MULTI bed**

w95,5/d205,5/h70 cm

Convertible mattress
with roller II

Young Users foam
mattress

L 140 desk
container

Trundle bed with
covering panel

w95,5/d207/h70 cm

Paloma mattress

TRANSFORMERS
innovative
desk**

Bed

Changing pad
w106,5/d22,5/h2,5 cm

Base 106x53
with drawer

BABY cupboard

Shelf L

w107/d53/h35 cm

w106,5/d53-76/h61cm

w106,5/d31,5/h106 cm

Couch base
w95/d212,5/h35 cm
price: PLN 740,00*

** with white or black
front

Couch
drawer

Couch covering
panel**

Couch base padded headbord

w93/d200/h23,5 cm

w203/d2/h27 cm

w95/d6,5/h70 cm
Black or grey

w53/d30/h53,5 cm

The project
implemented in cooperation with the School
of Form, by students
specialising in Industrial
Design
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Colourful metal
panels

Multifunctional
panels

“Rotten” textile
front panel

”Monkey”
front hanger

“Basket-Ball”
metal front panel

w53/h52,5 cm

w53/h52,5 cm

w53/h52,5 cm

w9/d2/h23 cm

w53/h52,5 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Corner
base drawer**

Corner base

w46/d51/h30 cm

w106,5/d106,5/h35 cm

Base
drawer

Base
106x95

w97/d93/h30 cm

w107/d95/h35 cm

**set of 2 pieces
Two-sided black and white drawers

Two-sided black and white drawers

Small table
w107/d95/h35 cm

Two-sided black and
white drawers

61

Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

EVOLVE
Individuality, creativity and innovation are the essence of Evolve collection.
This collection will stimulate your child’s creative passion.
Something more than just furniture.
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Multi-purpose solution
for a teenager’s room

Rounded corners
and rubber bands
on the fronts are
the hallmarks of this
collection.

DESIGN WITH
VOXBOX

What’s hidden
in the couch?

Scan the code and go to the
collection website
VOX.pl/Evolve

Extra bed for a guest
plus a storage box.

Michał Biernacki

Co-founder of Moho Design – the first Polish company
awarded with the Red Dot Design Award in the
Product Design category (2008) as well as the Design
Management Europe Award in the Newcomers
category (2008). Commissioned by Meble VOX,
he has developed the Evolve collection.

1. Additional modules of the set enable creating
free arrangements, but they can also be used
independently.
2. The bottom section can contain an optional
bedding storage drawer or an extra pull-out bed.
3. There is a bedding storage space under the top
mattress.
4. Desk on wheels. You can easily move it across
the room at any time.
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EVOLVE

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

EVOLVE
MAIN BODY
Laminated board
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:
white/ black/ grey

Cinnamon oak

Wardrobe top unit
with drawer
w91/d53/h46.5 cm

Corner wardrobe

Corner wardrobe
top unit

Magnetic plate for
wardrobe door

Wardrobe with
drawer

Bookcase

Bookcase top unit

Narrow
bookcase

Narrow bookcase
top unit

w91/d91/h190 cm

w91/d91/h46.5 cm

w42/d2/h139 cm

w91/d53/h190 cm

w91/d45/h190 cm

w91/d45/h46 cm

w47/d45/h190 cm

w47/d45/h46.5 cm

Desk 120

Mobile desk

Desk 140

Desk magnetic
board (L/R)

Wall shelf

w120/d60/h74,5 cm

w140/d60/h78 cm

w136/d66/h78.5 - 115 cm

w68/d2/h45 cm

w91/d30/h33 cm

Couch bookcase

Low chest of drawers

Tall chest of drawers

White magnetic
board for chest
of drawers

TV unit

w95,5/d27,5/h69 cm

w91/d45/h97,5 cm

w91/d45/h149.5cm

w42,5/d2/h139,5 cm

w120/d45/h50 cm

What’s hidden in the wardrobe?
1. Rounded corners.
2. Rubber bands that can hold notes. photos. etc. Magnetic front.
Push-open doors and whiteboard on which you can write with
Trundle bed

water-based markers.

w195/d85 cm

3. Solid wooden feet.
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Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories
for Evolve collection

Couch**

4. Blackboard on which you can write with chalk.

w95,5/d207/h81,5 cm

Couch drawer

Bed frame

Couch drawer

Couch cabinet

”Jungle” swivel chair

w197/d67/h19 cm

w85/d195 cm

w197/d67/h18,5 cm

w30/d95/h81 cm

w58/d52/h97 cm
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3D by VOX

HEADBOARD SMALL
BARELL TALL
GLASS VASE

3D by VOX is a response to global furniture-making
trends. In this collection, elegant design meets
extraordinary inspiration and 3D effects, resulting
in unconventional aesthetics. Minimalist style has
been enriched with varied front depths for a unique
spatial effect.

LATTA CONTAINER

The diversity of shapes combined with rich fashion
able colours enables creating diversified interior
design: dynamic with predominant green accents
or muted in natural earth colours.
Versatility and freedom of choice are the hallmarks
of this collection. This allows you to control
the looks of your interior, while ensuring full
functionality of the furniture.

HEADBOARDLARGE

SENA WHITE
TABLE LAMP

TRENO BLANKET
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Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

3D by VOX
3D by Vox is a collection characterised by a creative approach to diversified
storage spaces. In addition to numerous ergonomic improvements it also offers
high quality design.
Our furniture will meet the requirements of the most demanding customers –
those who appreciate sophisticated style without compromising on top
functionality.
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Cosy and practical living room

DESIGN WITH
VOXBOX
Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/3DbyVOX

The main body of the furniture features the “Polish Birch” pattern designed by Tomek Rygalik for
Interprint and Pfleiderer companies and then chosen by Meble VOX for this collection. Tomek
Rygalik is the author of official furniture used during the Polish EU presidency. His works have been
presented at shows in Milan, New York, Tokyo, Berlin and London.

Recessed spaces ensure optimum use of
the three-dimensional
quality of 3D by Vox.

Piotr Kuchciński

Architect, industrial designer, graphic designer,
illustrator. He has collaborated with renowned
furniture manufacturers. His designs have won
numerous awards, including: Product of the Year,
Prodeco Emblem, MTP Gold Medal. Commissioned by
Meble VOX, he has developed such collections
as 2piR, InBox and 4 You by VOX.

The texture of the “Polish Birch” pattern refers to a very rare tree species – Betula oycoviensis
(Ojcow Birch), the symbol of Polish local natural resources. Furniture fronts placed at different
heights create an impression of 3D space. To enhance this effect the collection has no handles,
while doors and drawers feature a push-open system.
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Rearrange your bedroom
whenever you feel like it

Bronze, champagne
and olive colours add
a nice warm touch to a
bedroom interior.

Thanks to the intuitive
headboard mounting
system, you can easily
rearrange the headboards to refresh the
looks of your bedroom.

STAY UP
WITH TRENDS

3D by VOX collection includes three bed
width options. Each variant can be fitted
with an additional lift mechanism.

The innovative headboard of the 3D by VOX collection enables
single-handed composing and creating various colour and geometry
options. 2 sizes and 3 colours (bronze, champagne and olive)
are available, providing a platform for your creativity.

It offers simple and convenient access to
the entire storage space inside the bed you can use it however you like.
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Functionality perfected
in every detail

It is up to you what
shape the wardrobe
takes in your
apartment.

What’s hidden
in the table?
1. The table can be extended by almost 2m.
2. The extensions can be discreetly hidden
inside the table, helping save space.
3. A perfect space-saving solution
4. High functionality – the table is suitable both
for quick meals and relaxed family dinners
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The table has 3 extensions to increase its
length by almost 2m.
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3D by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

3D by VOX
Modern design
and surprising functionality!
MAIN BODY/ FRONT
Laminated board
Available colours:

Design your room using
3D by VOX furniture and
VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/3DbyVOX

Ojcow birch / grey / mocca / bronze

NEW

Wide chest of drawers

Cupboard

Sideboard

Chest of drawers

w180/d42/h64 cm

w159.5/d42/h123 cm

w109.5/d42/h158 cm

w109.5/d42/h104.5 cm

TV unit

Wide bookcase

Narrow glass door
cabinet

Narrow bookcase

1-door wardrobe

Mirror

Desk

w93.5/d42/h206.5 cm

w46/d40/h206 cm

w36/d40/h206.5 cm

w36/d42/h206.5 cm

w58/d8/h206.5 cm

w140/d61.5/h77.5 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

w156/d40/h43 cm

Headboards*
w44.5/d5/h44.5 cm

Chest of drawers
w88.5/d5/h44.5 cm

w68.5/d40/h158 cm
*while stocks last

olive green / champagne / bronze / beige

Table

Coffee table

Wall mirror

w80/d80/h39 cm

w83/d59/h3.5 cm

w130-192-254-310/d90/h78 cm

Flat headboard
w158.5/d2/h90 cm

Bed
140x200
external w158.5/d211.5/h30 cm
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160x200
external w178.5/d211.5/h30 cm
180x200
external w198.5/d211.5/h30 cm

w178.5/d2/h90 cm

Headboard cover
w140 cm
w160 cm
w180 cm

w198.5/d2/h90 cm

3-door
wardrobe
top unit

Dressing table

Bedside table

NIXIE chair

3-door
wardrobe

w120/d45/h88 cm

w42.5/d49/h43.5 cm

w46/d44/h90 cm

w93.5/d42/h206.5 cm w93.5/d41.5/h40.5 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

2-door
wardrobe

2-door
wardrobe
top unit

w93.5/d42/h206.5 cm

w93.5/d41.5/h40.5 cm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories
for 3D by VOX collection
Corner wardrobe

Wall shelf

w105/d114/h206.5 cm

w116.5/d27/h38.5 cm
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Scan the code and go
to the collection
website.

R&O
Our customers’ favourite, Romeo and Juliet Collection, has been enhanced with some new shine associating to a natural
pattern of “the Polish Birch” and with brackets inspired with jewellery made of sailor’s ropes. The “Polish Birch” pattern
was designed by Tomek Rygalik for Interprint and Pfleiderer companies and then chosen by Meble VOX for this collection.
The pattern reflects our fascination with unique resources of the Polish nature and the birch species (Betula oycoviensis)
threatened with extinction. According to the estimates, there are only 250 trees of this species left.
The sailor’s rope handles were designed by Anna Orska. You can tie them in a knot and ornament with some decorative
elements, holiday souvenirs or a dried rose from the first date. A light and pure form with original and sentimental accent.
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R&O

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

R&O
Individuality and creativity
is the essence of R&O Collection.
MAIN BODY
Laminated board
Available colours:

Design your perfect bedroom
using R&O furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/R&O

Ojcow birch

Narrow chest of drawers

Wide chest of drawers

w50/d44/h100.5 cm

w90/d44/h78 cm

Dressing table

Dressing table mirror
w109.5/d2.5/h43 cm

w110/d44/h78 cm

NEW

NEW

Bed drawer
w178/d65/h17.5 cm

Bedside table
w50/d32/h40.5 cm

Wardrobe mirror

Narrow bookcase

2-door wardrobe

Wardrobe side unit

Corner wardrobe

w53.5/d8/h219.5cm

w50/d26/h220 cm

w90/d55/h220 cm

w45.5/d55/h220 cm

w100/d100/h220 cm

NEW

Bed with backlit headboard
140x200
external: w145.5/d216.5/w93 cm
160x200
external: w165.5/d216.5/w93 cm
180x200
external: w185.5/d216.5/w93 cm

Bookcase shelves

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories
for R&O collection

w100/d26/w40 cm
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Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl
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BABY HAMMOCK

4 YOU by VOX

BIG BOX

As Heraclitus once said, no man ever steps in the
same river twice. This ancient truth is a perfect match
for our very contemporary collection – 4 You by
VOX. You will soon discover that furniture and your
habits can be quite different from what your
experience tells you.
This multifunctional collection allows to furnish all
key areas in your home. You can let your imagination
run free – our collection offers dozens of inspiring
solutions, allowing to give each room individual
characteristics and original looks.

VITO BLANKET,
GREY
SMALL BOX

Once the space is furnished, you can start exploring.
Dozens of features hidden in 4 You by VOX create
possibilities for unique experiences. Home cinema?
Some exercise? Family nest? Home garden?
Hammocking? What else are you up to using
4 You by VOX?

“CLOSER” CHAIR

The Closer chair has won this
year’s TOP DESIGN award
for outstanding ergonomics
at 2013 Arena Design show

CINTUR
TALL VASE

ESTER TABLE
LAMP – GREY
“SLIDE” STORAGE
POCKET

Rotating seat
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Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

4 YOU by VOX
4 You by VOX solves functional problems relating to space management.
It offers unlimited furnishing possibilities thanks to exchangeable modules
and accessories.
It satisfies user needs and expectations in such areas as: social interaction,
close relationships with family and friends, mental and physical balance.
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Inspiring functionality,
creativity, and perfect
space management

Home office,
bedroom – smart
solutions.

DESIGN WITH
VOXBOX

Bedroom
with a cot.

What’s hidden
in the bed?
1. Pull down the screen to create your home cinema.
2. Add a side ladder and hang whatever you want on it,
e.g. a flower pot or a hanger.
3. Spacious shelf unit behind the bed.
4. Storage space under the bed will hold everything you need.
5. Bedding storage space in the headboard.
6. Lifted mattress base with ample space underneath,
at your disposal.
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Piotr Kuchciński Joanna Leciejewska

Architect, industrial designer, graphic designer,
illustrator. He has collaborated with renowned
furniture manufacturers. His designs have won
numerous awards, including: Product of the Year,
Prodeco Emblem, MTP Gold Medal. Commissioned
by Meble VOX, he has developed such collections
as 2piR, InBox and 4 You by VOX.

Graduate of Industrial Design Faculty
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań.
Winner of Philips EKOdesign competition.
Winner of DOMEXPO Gold Medals of the
MTP (Poznań International Fair).
Commissioned by Meble VOX, she has
developed 4 You by VOX collection.
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Design your own bed!
25 accessories to choose from

Baby’s cradle just
over the bed –
an ideal solution
for parents.

WE RECOMMEND
THIS PRODUCT

Ladder for fitness
accessories.

Enter a new dimension!
Discover the features of our new bed!
Try our new application - 4 You by VOX.
Using your smartphone or tablet, explore all new features of the 4 You by VOX bed.
NOTE

More information on page 6 of the catalogue!

A U G M E N E D
R E A L I T Y
Point your device
at this page.
Shelf unit and
handy storage
space.
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It’s not just a wardrobe,
it’s almost a dressing room

Perfect space
management even in
small studio apartments.

Perfectly ordered
bedroom space.

Very spacious wardrobe organized like a dressing room.
Available in three height options.

What’s hidden
in the wardrobe?
1. Easy access thanks to folding doors.
2. Side shelf unit for increased capacity.
3. Pull-out rail for long and short clothes.
4. 3 height options to choose from: 206, 240, 260 cm.
5. Pull-out drawers for plenty of smaller items.
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It features comfortable folding doors, shelves with clothes rails and
handy pull-out rails ensuring easy access to entire wardrobe contents.
Drawers and height-adjustable shelves will help you keep your clothes
in order.

A U G M E N E D
R E A L I T Y
Point your device
at this page.
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Table with some extra features.
You name it!

Arrange it as
you like!

With a double table top
and drawers, you have
everything at hand.

What’s hidden
in the table?
1. Ingenious recess for plant pots, food warmer,
pens or anything else you need.
2. Recess cover for those who prefer ideally flat
table tops.
3. Two table sizes – seating 4 or 8 people.
4. Rounded corners for greater safety.
5. Cable hole for those who like to work.
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This table combines modern style with multi-functionality. Its double
top and 6 drawers will give you enough space for: working, cooking,
doing homework or enjoying hobbies. As soon as you are done, you
can clean things up in no time.
The table fosters creativity and effective free time management.
The oblong recess in the table top allows you to grow herbs, keep
your meals warm, or store small items.
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The table which aspires to be
something more than that

A perfect place
for enjoying your
hobby.

Home-grown
herbs right next
to your plate.

Enter a new dimension!
Discover the features of our new table!
Try our new application – 4 You by VOX.
Using your smartphone or tablet, explore all new features of the 4 You by VOX bed.
NOTE

More information on page 6 of the catalogue!

A U G M E N E D
R E A L I T Y
Point your device
at this page.
Play and work with
no limitations.
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For storing, for organizing,
for pleasing the eye

The boxes can be
assembled together
to create a bookcase.

Exchangeable
boxes for storing
and organizing your
things.

What’s hidden
in the storage box?
1. Three colour versions – arrange your space
as you wish.
2. Pull-out storage boxes for mobility and order.
3. Size perfectly matching all furniture types.
4. Organize your space with no limitations!
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The collection’s characteristic features include exchangeable storage
boxes designed to match all other furniture types. They can be used
to change the look of furniture and decorate your interior.
They will help you divide and organize space, as well as store many
things. This solution responds to the need for quick cleaning,
and managing things we want to keep at hand.
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4 YOU by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

NEW

4 YOU by VOX
Furniture worth learning from!
MAIN BODY/ FRONT
Available colours:

BOX colours
Available colours:

white

grey / orange / oak

NEW

NEW

Design your room using
4 YOU furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/4YoubyVOX

NEW

Side ladder
w30/d2/w171 cm

Side shelf unit to
4-door wardrobe

4-door wardrobe
1-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe II

w57.5/d42/h205.5 cm

w92/d42/h206 cm

w100/d57/h205.5 cm

w180/d57/h206 cm
w180/d57/w241 cm

Corner wardrobe

w57/d22/h206 cm

w105/d103.5/h205.5 cm

w57/d22/h240 cm

w180/d57/h261 cm

w57/d22/h260 cm

Tall side
shelf unit

Narrow display
cabinet

w42/d22/h205 cm

w40/d42/h206 cm

Canopy bed 90x200

Upper ladder

w208/d97.5/h207.5 cm

w167/d25.5/h4.5 cm

Bed drawer 200x90

Bench cushion

Headboard
padded cushion

s198/d65/h29 cm

w168/d36/h2 cm

w158/d8/h55 cm

Toolbox

Bed storage box

w32/d32/h12.5 cm

w51/d15/h31.5 cm

4 You by VOX 120 cot

”Slide”
textile organiser

”Pocket”
textile organiser

w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

w30/d54 cm

w30/d47,5 cm

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE:
Decorative articles
for 4 You by VOX
collection

Low bed**

Canopy bed**

Canopy bed with shelf unit**

w168/d208/h106 cm

w168/d208/h206 cm

w168/d238/h206 cm

Low bed**

Canopy bed **

Canopy bed with shelf unit **

(with raised frame)

(with raised frame)

(with raised frame)

w168/d208/h106 cm

w168/d208/h206 cm

w168/d238/h206 cm

(with floor)

(with floor)

(with floor)

Two-sided bookcase

Wide bookcase

Low side shelf unit

Cupboard

Sideboard

Dressing table

Coffee table

Bedside table

w168/d40.5/h206 cm

w92/d40.5/h206 cm

w42/d22/h118.5 cm

w145/d42/h118.5 cm

w99.5/d42/h118.5 cm

w142/d42/h72.5 cm

w80/d80/h35 cm

w40.5/d42/h55.5 cm

Wide chest of drawers

Low chest of drawers

Chest of drawers

TV bench

Top unit for TV bench

w187/d42/h69 cm

w120/d42/h70 cm

w75/d42/h126.5 cm

w187/d42/h35 cm

w131.5/d40.5/h54 cm

Big box

Small box

s31,5/g41/w31,5 cm s31,5/g41/w16 cm

Longitudinal shelf

Transverse shelf

w80,5/d27/h44 cm

w65/d25/h54 cm

Shelf connector

Baby hamock

Table 200x100**

Table 100x100**

Table drawer

Table bench

Desk 140

Standing mirror

Wall mirror

Pouffe

“Bent” chair

“Closer” chair

w200/d100/h76 cm

w100/d100/h76 cm

w51/d36/h8 cm

w170/d36/h46 cm

w142/d63.5/h78.5 cm

w49.5/d10/h159.5 cm

w69/d12/h50 cm

w47/d39/h40 cm

w45/d50/h85 cm

w45/d56/h82 cm
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Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

101

Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

HIFI by VOX
Elegant collection of geometrically-shaped furniture. A modern reference to
architectural icons of mid-20th century and Mies van der Rohe’s motto:
“Less is more”.
Individual furniture shapes are based on cuboid forms while the entire collection
comprises modules which can be arranged freely. This way, each arrangement
can be unique, being made up of hand-picked elements (modules)
such as cabinets, shelves, wardrobes, shelf units, etc.
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Practical, functional, with
spacious storage units

Intriguing sideboard
with spacious drawers.

DESIGN WITH
VOXBOX
Modern home office.
Scan the code and go to
the collection website
VOX.pl/HifibyVOX

The linear character of the collection is emphasised by its colours – furniture fronts
are a combination of three natural complementary colours: beige, taupe and dark oak.
Made of modern laminated board, furniture fronts are fitted with a push-open door
system to offer ideally flat, handle-free surfaces. HiFi by VOX furniture make an ideal
match for living rooms and offices.
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Marta Krupińska

Graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts (currently the
University of Arts) in Poznań. Winner of the “Design
Ideas – HANSGROHE 2006” competition, and the
Grand Prix of the 26th edition of Maria Dokowicz
competition. She worked at the Stuttgart-based
PHOENIX DESIGN studio. Member of the Association
of Industrial Designers in Warsaw. Her professional
motto is “Less is more”. Commissioned by VOX,
she has designed such collections as Young Users
by VOX and HiFi by VOX.
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Elegant collection
of geometrically shaped furniture

Extendable table and
comfortable chairs for
big family gatherings.

STAY UP
WITH TRENDS

Dining room furnished with HiFi by VOX
furniture is a dream of every large family
or group of friends. Here you can forget
about the inconvenient back-up seats or
extra tables. If necessary, you can simply
extend the table to seat up to twelve
people.
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Spacious pull-out cocktail
cabinet and wooden rack
for wine glasses
and bottles.

Modern ambience of the dining room is emphasised by the furniture
and applied colours. Ample storage space is sufficient for tableware,
drinks or various dining accessories.
Dark oak ideally complements the dining room appearance, adding to
its exclusive and elegant appeal, while geometric shapes of furniture
highlight modern aesthetics of the collection.
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Practical shelves and storage
space in the headboard

New bed with two lift
mechanism options
and three headboard
variants to choose
from.

POLECAMY
TEN PRODUKT

Bedroom and home
office in one.

What’s hidden
in the bed?
1. Various widths (from 140 cm to 180 cm).
2. Mattress base with a parallel or tilt-lift mechanism to
choose from.
3. Three new types of headboards available (flat short,
flat wide, with shelves).
4. Optionally – LED lighting system with light colour
adjustment
108

Mattress base with
a parallel lift mechanism
ensures easy access to
storage space.
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Almost like a sculpture...

Wall shelf system
offering unlimited
arrangement options.

Unlimited possibilities
of arranging assymetric
shapes of cabinets
and shelves.

What’s hidden
in the wardrobe?
1. Internal lighting - top and bottom.
2. In the widest wardrobe module pull-out clothes rail or adjustable shelves.
3. Optional full panel or mirror door.
4. Optional pull-out rack system or full panel door with
five adjustable shelves.
5. Practical, functional storage compartments.
6. The shelf unit can be placed in a row of furniture, on top of a TV
cabinet, or independently - on a specially designed base with a drawer.
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HIFI by VOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

HIFI by VOX
Luxury and modern style
enchanted in one collection.
MAIN BODY / FRONT
Laminated board
Available colours:

Design your room using
HiFi by VOX furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/HifibyVOX

taupe / dark oak / beige

NEW

Extendable table

TV unit extension

Wall mirror and shelf

1-door top unit

Narrow cabinet

Chest

Checkered padded
chest cover

w130-330/d90/h78 cm

w105/d45/h18 cm

w120/d14/h50 cm

w40/d47/h61.5 cm

w80/d57/h61.5 cm

w139/d33.5/h40 cm

w139/d33.5 cm

Wide chest of drawers

Chest of drawers

Hifi pouffe

Book shelf***

Wall shelf***

w195/d57/h104.5 cm

w135/d57/h104.5 cm

w46/d37/h43 cm

w140/d20/h29.5 cm

w120/d20/h4 cm

3-door wardrobe

Two-sided shelf unit

2-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe top unit

w120/d66.5/h200 cm

w139/d40/h230 cm

w80/d57/h240 cm

w80/d57/h200 cm

w80/d57/h40 cm

TV unit
w180/d57/h21,5 cm

Quilted headboard cover
w140
w160
w180

***while stocks last

***while stocks last

NEW

Desk 140

NIXIE chair

Hifi system panel

Hifi system TV bracket

2-door top unit

Bedside table
with drawer

w140/d57.5/h76.5 cm

w46/d44/h90 cm

w160/d3.5/h133.4 cm

w10/d2.5/h3.5 cm

w80/d57/h42 cm

w48.5/d57/h20 cm

Bed with shelf headboard
int. 140x200 cm;
ext. 179x219.5x98 cm

int. 180x200 cm;
ext. 219x219.5x98 cm

Bed with flat, wide headboard **

Headboard shelf

Bed with flat, narrow headboard

int. 140x200 cm;
ext. 236x207x83 cm

w48.5/d17.5/h19.5 cm

int. 140x200 cm;
ext. 139.5x207x83 cm

int. 180x200 cm;
ext. 276x207x83 cm

Desk L
int. 160x200 cm;
ext. 199x219.5x98 cm

w140/d57.5/h76.5 cm

Desk L
with narrow cabinet

Coffe table

Cabinet with
sliding doors

Hifi open shelf

Hifi shelf

w140/d57.5/h76.5 cm

w115-139/d57.5/h43 cm

w185/d30.5/h68 cm

w48.5/d18/h18 cm

w48,5/d30/h15 cm

int. 160x200 cm;
ext. 256x207x83 cm

NEW

NEW

**while stocks last

Open bookcase
with glass door

w100/d47/h76.5 cm

Dressing table
mirror

Open bookcase
with board door

w100/d2/h43

w105/d40/h216.5 cm

int. 160x200 cm;
ext. 159.5x207x83 cm

Parallel-lift
mechanism

Single shelf unit
w30/d32.5/h180 cm

NEW

Optional wardrobe shelves:
beige, set of 4 pcs

w105/d40/h216.5 cm

Dressing
table

Tilt-lift mechanism

int. 180x200 cm;
ext. 179.5x207x83 cm

Base
w35/d34.5/h21.5 cm

4-door wardrobe
(board door)**

Closed
bookcase

Wine glass
rack

w105/d40/h231.5 cm

w6/d33/h2 cm

Closed
bookcase
(glass door)

Closed
bookcase
(board door)

w105/d40/h231.5 cm

w105/d40/h231.5 cm

w135/d52/h236.5 cm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative articles for
Hifi by VOX collection
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Wardrobe drawers

Hifi cabinet

Base

Dressing table
with narrow
cabinet

w33/d40/h76 cm

w67/d33.5/h32 cm

w35/d34/h21 cm

w120-140/d47/h76.5 cm

Dressing table
with 1-door
top unit
w100-120/d47/h76.5 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Open
bookcase
w105/d40/h216.5 cm

Base

Narrow
bookcase

Narrow
bookcase
(board door)

Narrow
bookcase
(glass door)

4-door wardrobe
with mirror***

w35/d34.5/h21.5 cm

w50/d40/h201 cm

w50/d40/h201 cm

s50/g40/w201 cm

w135/d52/h236.5 cm
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2PIR

PARAGLIDER ON
ICE - PHOTO

Numbers and sleep are inseparable friends.
Starting from the early childhood we are told
that counting sheep will help us drift off to
Slumberland. It is not a coincidence that
bedroom is the heart and intimate centre
of every home.
2piR furniture discreetly composes bedroom
space. Subtle forms, rounded corners, warm
beiges and walnut colours, and – last but
not least – the light. Relaxing light, diffused
either in the headboard or in wardrobes,
completes the image of a perfect room for
sleeping and... counting. That’s right, after all,
numbers are the true friends of sleep.

PLATINUM WALL
CLOCK

SILLO TAUPE
HANGING LAMP

TRENO BEIGE
BLANKET
SIGU TAUPE
ROUND CERAMIC
BOWL
SIGU WHITE ROUND
CERAMIC PLATE
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Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

2PIR
Remarkable simplicity, intriguing oval shapes, many new possibilities offered by
varied graphic designs on furniture fronts. Surprising remote-controlled bed lighting
system, and no less than four wardrobe options to choose from.
In the version designed for teenagers, the collection can surely show its claws.
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117

Dynamic collection with
skateboard-style graphics

2pir allows to
develop
an independent interior
design concept.

STAY UP
WITH TRENDS

2pir is a challenge to interior design
monotony. It allows to implement
one’s own design ideas by selecting
fashionable youthful graphics, and
freely testing various configurations
and arrangements. This furniture
collection truly spurs creativity.
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Rounded fronts
guarantee safety

Elegant walnutcoloured bedroom
furniture.

Subtle forms
created for users
appreciating high
comfort.

Piotr Kuchciński

What’s hidden
in the bed?

Architect, industrial designer, graphic designer,
illustrator. He has collaborated with renowned
furniture manufacturers. His designs have won
numerous awards, including: Product of the Year,
Prodeco Emblem, MTP Gold Medal. Commissioned
by Meble VOX, he has developed such collections
as 2piR, InBox and 4 You by VOX.

1. Two headboard types (basic or with an opening storage
compartment for bedding, blanket. etc.).
2. LED lighting with light colour adjustment and dimmer
(optionally).
3. Various widths (from 90 cm to 180 cm).
4. Pull-out drawer under the bed.
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2PIR

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

2PIR
Remarkable simplicity.
Intriguing oval shapes.
MAIN BODY
Available colours:

grey

FRONT
Available colours:

Design your room
using 2pir furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/2pir

Check out new
overprints.
See more at
www.meble.vox.pl

beige / walnut

NEW

Corner bookcase

Bookcase

Bookcase with doors

Narrow bookcase

1-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe**

** Extra shelves

w96.5/d58/h216.5 cm
w56/d56/h213.5 cm

w39.5/d56/h213.5 cm

w96.5/d45/h216.5 cm

w50/d45/h213.5 cm

3-door wardrobe

4-door wardrobe

w144/d58/h216.5 cm

w192.5/d58/h216.5 cm

w48/d58/h216.5 cm

Corner wardrobe

Corner desk

w90/d90/h216.5 cm

w140/d120/h76 cm

NEW

Narrow glass door cabinet

Coffee table

Bedside table

Wardrobe drawers

Narrow chest of drawers

Drinks cabinet

Chest of drawers

Wide chest of drawers

Bed frame

Extendable table

w50/d45/h216.5 cm

w80/d80/h35 cm

w51.5/d42/h40.5 cm

w47/d44/h59 cm

w50/d47.5/h101 cm

w98/d47.5/h131 cm

w97.5/d47/h101 cm

w144.5/d47/h101 cm

w195/d85/h15 cm

w132-192-252-312/d92/h78 cm

Desk

Desk pull-out panel

Chest

Dressing table

Stool

w140/d65/h75 cm

w65/d37 cm

w130/d45/h44 cm

w100/d42/h79 cm

w50/d36/h46 cm

Double bed drawer
w145/d59/h18 cm

Single bed drawer

Couch with front panel
205x95x97 cm/flat headboard
233x95x98 cm /headboard with storage

Double bed
(flat headboard)

Double bed
(headboard with
storage)

Single bed

140x200
external: w147/d204/h98

140x200
external: w147/d231/h98

200x90 cm/ flat headboard
external: w95/d205/h98

160x200
external: s167/d204/h98

160x200
external: w167/d231/h98

200x90 cm/ headboard with storage
external: w95/d233/h98

180x200
external: w187/d204/h98

180x200
external: w187/d231/h98

w197/d67/h18.5 cm
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Tall lamp

TV unit 140

TV unit 180

Mirror

Wall shelf

Couch drawer

h142/DIA34 cm

w137/d45/h44.5 cm

w180.5/d45/h37 cm

w70/d3.5/h50 cm

w90/d20/h30 cm

w197/d67/h19 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Couch headboard cover
Double bed headboard cover

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative articles for
2piR collection

123

Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

INBOX
InBox stands for modern furniture with cubist shapes, free geometric outline, simple
colour range and contrasting materials: stylish glossy fronts and bodies decorated with
walnut pattern. Modular furniture structure offers wide possibilities of adapting spaces
to one’s needs and ideas.
InBox collection comprises a variety of multiplied sideboards, combined with coffee
tables and shelves. It is complemented by a modern TV panel designed to carry a TV
screen. Unlike conventional furniture, InBox helps release space in an interior.

124

125

Appreciation of modern minimalism,
an offer of unlimited possibilities

Extendable table
for up to 10
persons.

WE RECOMMEND
THIS PRODUCT
Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/Inbox
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Modern TV cabinet
and a modular coffee
table.

Piotr Kuchciński

Architect. industrial designer. graphic designer.
illustrator. He has collaborated with renowned furniture
manufacturers. His designs have won numerous
awards, including: Product of the Year, Prodeco
Emblem, MTP Gold Medal. Commissioned by Meble
VOX, he has developed such collections as 2piR,
InBox and 4 You by VOX.
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Charming lightness,
in line with contemporary trends

Table-desk offers rapid
function switching.

The desk can be
coupled with a low
cabinet, wide cabinet
or a dedicated desk
cabinet.

ADAPT THE INTERIOR
TO YOURSELF
Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/Inbox

InBox bedroom with warm, beige fronts.
Comfortable bed with a headboard offers
various width and length variants, along
with optional bedding storage. If you lack
a dressing room at home, the extremely
spacious wardrobes with original
geometric door design will ensure
enough storage space.
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Built-in wardrobes
match the colours
of the collection.
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INBOX

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

INBOX
Italian minimalism
in natural colours.
MAIN BODY
Laminated board
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:
(high gloss)

walnut

warm grey / beige

Design your room
using InBox furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/Inbox

3-door wardrobe

2-door wardrobe

Corner wardrobe

Bookcase

Deep shelf unit

Cupboard
(board door)

Tall lamp

Cupboard
(glass door)

Shallow shelf
unit (no door)

Shallow shelf unit
(glass door, shelves)

Sideboard

Chest (140,60,80)

w149/d57/h204 cm

w99 /d50/h204 cm

w99/d99/h204 cm

w99/d35/h204 cm

w33.5/d50/h204 cm

w99/d50/h167 cm

w29/d29/h161 cm

w99/d50/h167 cm

w24.5/d35/h204 cm

w24.5/d35/h204 cm

w146/d50/h92.5 cm

w146.166.186/d40/h38.5 cm

3-door wardrobe
top unit

2-door wardrobe
top unit

Corner wardrobe top unit

Bookcase top unit

Wall shelf

Mirror

Bedside table

Coffee table

Vertical wall
cabinet
(glass door)

Vertical wall
cabinet
(no door)

Bed drawer

Dressing table

w149 /d57 /h40 cm

w99/d50/h40 cm

w99/d99/h40 cm

w99/d35/h40 cm

w146/d27.5/h22 cm

w100/d5/h50 cm

w45.5/d46/h41.5 cm

w80/d80/h35 cm

w44/d34/h99 cm

w44/d32/h99 cm

w150/d65/h18 cm

w120.5/d50/h75 cm

Horizontal
wall cabinet
(no door)

Bed with low headboard **

Bed with bedding storage **

w99/d32 /h44 cm

Bed 140x200
w146.5/d206/ h91 cm

Bed 140x200
w146.5/d243/h91 cm

Bed 160x200
w166.5/d206/h91 cm

Bed 160x200
w166.5/d243/h91 cm

Bed 180x200
w186.5/d206/h91 cm

Bed 180x200
w186.5/d243/h91 cm

All beds also available in 220 cm length

All beds also available in 220 cm length

Narrow chest of drawers

2-door cabinet

Chest of drawers

Shelf panel

TV panel

Low chest of drawers

TV unit

Chest of drawers (wide & low)

Horizontal
wall cabinet
(glass door)

w55/d50/h92.5 cm

w99/d50/h92.5 cm

w99/d50/h92.5 cm

w99/d32/h99 cm

w146/d6.5/h99 cm

w146/d50/h38 cm

w146/d50/h53 cm

w194/d50/h53 cm

w99/d34/h44 cm

Pouffe

Extendable table

Desk with cabinet

Desk 160

Under desk cabinet

Desk 150

Inbox IV Chair

Nestor swivel chair

w46/g37/w43 cm

w160-250/g90/ w76 cm

w152-205/g50/w75

w160/g70/w76.5 cm

w59.5/g50/w53 cm

w149.5/g50/w75 cm

w48/g55/w86 cm

w60/w116 cm

*** while stocks last
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Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative articles for Inbox collection
131

Scan the code and go
to the collection
website.

CLASSIC
High plinths refer to antiquity. This model delights with milled decoration,
adding elegance and refinement to every interior. It matches various spaces,
pleasing home owners and impressing guests.

132

133

Adding elegance and
refinement to every interior

Elegant living
room with
a spacious
bookcase.

Extendable table
for up to
12 persons.

Mariusz Małecki, Ziben

“Classic” dining room and living room
are characterised by subtle charm
and elegance. No compromises are
made on functionality: the collection
comprises spacious sideboards,
extendable table and glazed bookcases.

134

Enthusiast of Bauhaus and design of the 1950s.
Founder of “789” art group. Author of several
photo exhibitions in Poland and Germany.
Commissioned by Meble VOX, he has developed
the Classic collection.
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Combination of noble shapes
and decorative details

“Classic” bed –
version with
a headboard featuring
bookshelves and
lighting.

WE RECOMMEND
THIS PRODUCT

“Classic” bed –
version with a slim
headboard.

What’s hidden
in the bed?
1. Illuminated recess in the headboard.
2. Milled decoration.
3. Shelf on top of the headrest and on
headboard sides.
4. Decorative aluminium-coloured finish strips.
5. Additional bedding storage under an easily
lifted mattress base.
6. Wide selection of bed widths and lengths.

136

Scan the code and go
to the collection website
VOX.pl/Classic

Additional bedding
storage under
an easily lifted
mattress base.
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CLASSIC

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

CLASSIC
Combination of noble shapes
and decorative details.
MAIN BODY / FRONT
New generation laminated board
Available colours:

DECORATIVE INTERIOR
For selected models:

Design your room
using Classic furniture
and VOXBOX tool
VOX.pl/Classic

dark oak / Cassino oak

2-door wardrobe

3-door wardrobe

Wardrobe mirror

4-door wardrobe

Wardrobe mirror

Narrow open shelf
unit (glass shelves)

Narrow open shelf
unit (board shelves)

Wide glass door cabinet
(board shelves)

Wide glass door cabinet
(glass shelves)

Narrow glass door cabinet Narrow glass door cabinet
(board shelves)
(glass shelves)

w87.5/d55/h202 cm

w129/d55/h202 cm

w30/h65 cm

w174.5/d55/h202 cm

w30/h65 cm

w54/d48.5/h202 cm

w54/d48.5/h202 cm

w87.5/d49/h202 cm

w87.5/d49/h202 cm

w54/d48.5/h202 cm
price: PLN 1 059.00*

w54/d48.5/h202 cm
price: PLN 1 159.00*

Bookcase with
board shelves

Bookcase with
glass shelves

w87.5/d48.5/h202 cm
price: PLN 899.00*

w87.5/d48.5/h202 cm
price: PLN 1 059.00*

2-door tall cabinet

2-door cabinet

Chest of drawers

Sideboard

Chest

CD holder (2 pcs)

TV unit

w84.5/d47/h124 cm

w84.5/d47/h94 cm

w84.5/d47/h94 cm

w126.5/d47/h94 cm

w126.5/d47/h37 cm

w21/d45/h18 cm

w126.5/d47/h62 cm

Bedside table with door

Bedside table with drawers

Dressing table

“Classic” stool

Coffee table

Extendable table

w42/d40.5/h53.5 cm

w42.5/d40.5/h55 cm

w100/d45/h79 cm

w49/d31/h45 cm

w120/d55/h45.5 cm

w140-205/d85/h76 cm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
Decorative accessories
for Classic collection
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Wall shelf

Desk

Classic III chair

w85/d25/h30 cm

w160/d75/h80.5 cm

w46/d60/h86 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Bed table (bed accessory)
w180-270/d100/h76 cm

w149.5/d32/h48.5 cm
w169.5/d32/h48.5 cm

Bed with shelf headboard

Bed with flat headboard

int. 140x200 cm;
ext. 144.5x231x103 cm

int. 140x200 cm;
ext. 144.5x204x103 cm

int. 180x200 cm;
ext. 184.5x231x103 cm

int. 160x200 cm;
ext. 164.5x231x103 cm
all beds also available in 220 cm length
Option: bedding compartment under raised mattress

int. 160x200 cm;
ext. 164.5x204x103 cm

w189.5/d32/h48.5 cm
price: PLN 419.00*

*while stocks last

int. 180x200 cm;
ext. 184.5x204x103 cm

headboard height 100 cm
all beds also available in 220 cm length
Option: bedding compartment under raised mattress
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MODERN

TOSCE TALL
GLASS VASE

Timeless fashion? Of course! There are things that successfully resist the passage of time. What’s more, over
time they can even win more appreciation.
Do they know the secret longevity and beauty? Modern
collection has surely something to say on this subject.

PHOTO FRAME
ORGANIK - OLIVE

PLATINUM CLOCK

Modern refers to the archetypes of Italian furniture design.
Modest form, excellent proportions, geometric shapes,
subtle decoration.
This unique collection allows to develop diverse spatial
interior arrangements while guaranteeing full comfort
and freedom.

CD BOX
ORGANIK-KHAKI

Much attention has been paid to the workmanship.
We have used high-quality materials with interesting
colours and patterns.

RAFF BEDSPREAD

RAFF CUSHION

MODERN
STANDING MIRROR

“MODERN III”
UPHOLSTERED
CHAIR

140

141

Scan the code and
go to the collection
website.

MODERN
Original design, minimalism and geometric shapes – that is the essence of the Modern
collection. Inspired by Italian design, this furniture features characteristic contrasting
decoration on the fronts. Modular character and compact size of individual units enables
easy rearrangement. The furniture is truly spacious and functional.
The Modern collection offers unique customisation possibilities. A system of transparent
plexi panels fixed to furniture fronts allows to decorate the interior with graphics, photos
and drawings.
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143

Drawing from the best Italian standards,
bravely introducing geometric shapes

A drawer under the
bed provides additional storage space.

Illumination can
be provided in the
bottom section of
the sideboard.

Krzysztof Gielniak

What’s hidden
in the wardrobe?

Graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań
(among others). Running his own design studio for
20 years now. Commissioned by Meble VOX, he has
developed the Modern collection.

1. Wardrobe depth matching standard
clothing dimensions.
2. Optimum interior fittings.
3. Internal lighting system.
4. Push-open door system.
5. Illuminated base.

144

145

Light is the greatest
ambience creator

When fully extended,
the table can seat up
to 10 people.

LOOK FOR
SALES

The aesthetic blend
of a cabinet and
drawers adds
functionality to living
room furniture.

Light, spacious, free – this is what the
Modern collection is like. Cleverly-designed
sizes and functions. Good materials and top
workmanship. Everything you need in
a living room in order to relax and enjoy
your favourite activities: drinking coffee,
reading, entertainment.

Original TV bench with
glass doors and lighting.
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MODERN

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

MODERN
Italian design in minimalist form.
MAIN BODY / FRONT
Laminated board
Available colours:

Design your room
using Modern furniture
and VOXBOX toolVOX.pl/Modern

wenge / grey oak / cremona

3-door wardrobe

Plexi door panel

2-door wardrobe

Plexi door panel

Corner wardrobe

Plexi door panel

Corner bookcase

Extendable table

Coffee table

Tall chest of drawers

Tall lamp

w142.5/d59.5/h185 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

w101.5/d59.5/h185 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

w100.5/d100.5/h185 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

w57/d57/h185 cm

w133-178-223/d84/h76 cm

w100/d60/h45 cm

w63/d48/h103 cm

w30/d30/h118/d44 cm

3-door wardrobe top unit

2-door wardrobe top unit

Corner wardrobe top unit

Corner bookcase top unit

Chest of drawers (wide & low)

w142.5/d59.5/h51 cm

w101.5/d59.5/h51 cm

w58/d58/h51 cm

w57/d57/h51 cm

w144.5/d48/h62 cm

Couch**

Couch drawer**

Bed**

w209/d66/h95 cm

w197/d67/h18.5 cm

int. 140x200
ext. 160x205cm

Dressing table

Standing mirror

Wall mirror

Wardrobe drawers

TV unit with glass door

Cot 70/140

Trundle bed**

w90/d40/h77 cm

w60.5/d6/h161.5 cm

w60/d2/h60 cm

w46.5/d44/h58 cm

w120/d50/h62 cm

w79/d150/h83 cm

w197/d87/h19.3 cm

int. 160x200
ext. 180x205 cm

int. 180x200
ext. 200x205 cm

“Modern” pouffe

Modern III upholstered chair

Sideboard

Desk

Under desk cabinet

w62/d42/h44 cm

w45.5/d52/h90 cm

w144.5/d48/h103 cm

w140/d70/h78 cm

w40/d44.5/h58.5 cm

Book shelf
w90-134.8/d25/h34.8 cm
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May be mounted in two versions.

Bookcase
(board shelves)

Glass door
with fittings

w101.5/d35/h185 cm

w81/h120/d0.5 cm

Low 2-door
cabinet

Plexi door panel

2-door
cabinet

Plexi door panel

Narrow bookcase Narrow bookcase Glass door
(board shelves)
(glass shelves)
with fittings

Open bookcase
(board shelves)

Open bookcase
(glass shelves)

Bookcase
(glass shelves)

Plexi door panel

w101.5/d46/h62 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

w101.5/d46/h103 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

w61/d35/h185 cm

w101.5/d35/h185 cm

w101.5/d35/h185 cm

w101.5/d35/h185 cm

w40/d2/h40 cm

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

w61/d35/h185 cm

w40.5/d0.5/h120 cm

All beds also available
in 220 cm length
Headboard height 86 cm

Bedside table

Bed drawer

w40.5/d42.5/h42.5 cm

w150/d64/h19.5 cm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
A wide range of
matresses for
each bed at
Meble.VOX.pl
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

ALL COLLECTION ITEMS

Scan the code and go
to the collection
website.

UPHOLSTERED
FURNITURE

Poker left hand corner
sofa bed **

Lars corner
sofa bed (small)

Lars corner
sofa bed (large)

Lars armchair

Darell/Lars pouffe with
storage space

Darell armchair

Darell 2-seater sofa

Darell corner sofa bed

Alvis corner sofa bed with storage space

w276/d95-175/h76-95 cm

w204/d86-180/h86 cm

w204/d204/h85 cm

w100/d85/h90 cm

w60/d60/h42 cm

w100/d85/h90 cm

w176/d86/h90 cm

w242/d82-160/h85 cm

w260/d94-156/h72(83) cm
you can choose between the left- and right-hand corner version

Noel 2.5 seater
sofa bed

Noel armchair

Noel pouffe

Roce 2-seater sofa

Roce armchair

Roce pouffe

Milton 2.5 seater sofa

Milton right hand
corner sofa bed

Milton 3-seater sofa

Milton large pouffe

Como corner sofa bed
with openable side

w187/d85/h84 cm

w98/d85/h84 cm

w68/d68/h45 cm

w130/d73/h82 cm

w80/d73/h82 cm

w54/d54/h42 cm

w192/d90/h80 cm

w262/d189/h80 cm

w222/d90/h80 cm

w95/d75/h45 cm

w311/d144-199/h88 cm

Amsterdam III
3-seater sofa bed

Amsterdam III
2-seater sofa bed

Amsterdam III
right hand corner sofa bed

Amsterdam III armchair

Amsterdam III Pouffe
with storage space

“Loft” armchair

w211/d93/h83 cm

w176/d93/h83 cm

w252/d147/h83 cm

w86/d93/h83 cm

w52/d52/h42 cm

w77/d90/h103 cm

Noel corner
sofa bed**
w233/d85-150/h84 cm

150

** you can choose
between the left and
right-hand corner version

Watch animated visualisations of selected models at Meble.VOX.pl

Durant corner sofa w/o table tops**

Durant corner sofa
with table tops **

w305/d95-191/h88 cm

w300/d95-191/h88 cm

** module furniture. price
depends on number of
modules and covering type

** module furniture. price
depends on number of
modules and covering type

Kevin 3-seater
couch bed

Kevin 2-seater
sofa bed

Kevin pouffe

w200/d95/h70 cm

w138/d98/h72 cm

w50/d50/h40 cm
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VOX FURNITURE by HUMAN TOUCH
What is the Human Touch?
Human Touch is a business-focused connection between the companies and organisations
comprising the VOX Group. It is also the ability to understand and implement changes,
placing people – with all their needs, values, talents and potential – in the spotlight.

Human Touch values include: Exploration, co-creation, change.
Understanding people and exploring their needs and motivations –
often unexpressed – may inspire a designer to develop unique products. Human Touch
stands for respect for consumer choices and conscious possibility of effecting change in
products, so that everyone can add an individual aesthetic touch to things, and change their
functions.
The concept of Human Touch has inspired successive collections of Meble VOX furniture.
Hence the involvement of various experts and users themselves in the design process. Tests
and workshops help us jointly define key features of prospective furniture. Thus, products
offered by Meble VOX respond to actual needs of today’s society.

Co-creation is the key.
Human Touch connects all organizations comprising our capital group. Meble VOX organizes
workshops for children in collaboration with Concordia Design. Furniture for teenagers
is used for creative entertainment during the cyclic Design and Creativity Festival.
Also in cooperation with Concordia Design, for the past two years Meble VOX has organized
the world’s only Bed Cinema during the Transatlantic festival. Yet another important aspect
of Human Touch is the exchange of experiences with colleges and universities – students of
School of Form are offered a change to undergo professional training at Meble VOX, while
students of the School of Social Sciences and Humanities (SWPS) are involved in research
regarding the communication for new furniture lines.

Meble.VOX.pl

